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EXECUTIVE S1JMMARY

Mining compamies can cause or be affected by conflict, dramatically reducing the
profitability of their operations, and negatively affecting the contribution of minerai
wealth towards sustainable development. This paper maps out the linkages between
mining and conflict.

Mining companies manage conflict based on an assessment of the nature of the conflict
and the combatants; the firm's conflict management capacity; and its exposure to attacks
upon its public reputation. Those finns with the greatest risk tolerances and lowest
vulnerability to attacks on their reputations are also those more likety to become
complicit ini violence and human rights abuses. There is evidence, however, that firms
who develop the capacity to engage in proaive conflict management - seeking to
alleviate or resolve the sources of social tension - can maintain a competitive advantage
against rivals with bigher risk tolerances and lower reputational vulnerability.

In evaluating whether to invest in or divest from a conflicted situation, the key
consideration is profitability: when the expected costs of political risks exceed the
expected payoff of the project, the firm should not enter. Some firmns - such as British
Petroleum - believe the decision should also be based on the potential for the investment
to make a positive contribution towards social stability, provided personnel are secure
and their standard policies can be followed. A firm should be able to arrive at a definition
of what constitutes a 'no go' zone - what is clearly unacceptable - based on dialogue
with its stakeholders.

Once in a conflicted or potentially-conflicted situation, firms can target their
interventionis in order to address the linkages between their operations and conflict (see
table, below). It is noted that différent phases in the mining cycle - exploration,
construction and closure - have a particular likelihood of sparking conflict due to the
sudden and dramatic changes they represent ini terms of immigration rates and financial



,expected costs of conflict, and raise the costs to their competitors. They can achieve the

first by improving their own conflict management capacity, and the second by seeking

the establishment of international standards govemning corporate responsibîlity and

conflict.

Host govemnments can help reduce the likelihood of minling-related conflict tbrough

comrnitment to consistent application of social and environental regulations, and

through reinvestment of minerai royalties in social programs that benefit project-affected

peoples.

The rnining company'S home country government can brief company staff on the

political situation in the country and related concerns;, work with other governments to

set international standards, for company conduct abroad; and partner with companies in

developrnent cooperation initiatives. In cases of suspected complicity in violence,

govenents can convene independent fact-finding missions. Negative measures, such

as economic sanctions and 'naming and shaming' could be balanced with positive

inducements such as tax incentives for cornmunity investment, or public accolade for

exemplary conduct.

NGOs can monitor and 'sanction' the activities of companies, insurgents and

governments; assess conflict situations and provide early warning and insight-, convene

adversarial parties in dialogue; and build community and company capacity for conflict

management.

In conclusion, the risk of conflict is a prominent factor in international investmnent

decisions, a threat to capital stock, to reputation, to share price and to personnel.

Public relations campaigns, danger pay, insurance, and private security forces are the

tools through which companies have managed this risk. Yet these are end-of-the-pipe

approaches to political risk management. They do nothing to address the underlying

roots of insecurity and of investment risk.

In the field of environental management, proactive investmnents in pollution prevention

and 'continuai improvement' have often paid for themselves by reducing the costs of

legal compliance. Proactiye investment in conimunity stability might also pay dividends

liv nrotectinp- a mine's 'social license to operate' more efficiently than the 'end-of-the-



Linkages J3etween Mning and Conflic-t

Mining can cause conflict over

0 Control of the resource or resource-area

0 Right to participate ini decision-making and benefit-sharing

- Social and Environmental Impacts

Means used to secure mining assets and personnel

Mining can also:

se *ho profit from conflict





INTRODUCTION

Since the end of the Cold War the incidence of violent civil conflict has been on the
upswing. This is especially the case in poorer countries, with the Iast decade seeing
widespread civil violence in 15 of the world's 20 least developed nations'. Many of these
nations are home to some of the most commercially desirable and under-exploited
mineraI veins. Unlocking these vast mineral reserves may be the key to relieving chronic
poverty Within these nations.

Mining is a 'frontier activity'. Unexploited mineraI deposits are often located in
politically unstable areas, where property rights are undefined, unenforced or contested.
Minerai development may require entry into relatively undisturbed ecosystems, placing
mining operations on a collision course with traditional and subsistence communities,
and with media-savvy public interest campaigners'.

A 2001 survey of the mining industry sought to identify the reasons companies refrained
or withdrew from otherwise sound investments in the last 5 years3 . Seventy-eight percent
indicated that political instability - in particular, armed conflict - was a key factor in the
decision.

Widespread violence disrupts markets and destroys infrastructure. Workers can be
displaced or kidnapped and supply chains broken. Companies can face accusations of
complicîty in violence, of fuelling or even causing civil war. On the strength of such
allegations, some firms have been publicly shamed and targeted with sanctions. They
have faced popular protest, legal action, stock divestment campaigns and consumer
boycotts. Yet other firms have played prominent positive roles in conflîct prevention,
conflict resolution and post-conflict reconstruction.

A recent Canadian poll measured the level of public trust in the mining industry below
that of Big Tobacco, arguably driven in part by public allegations of corporate complicity
in violence. The mining industry is thus faced with two challenges stemming from the
growing incidence of violent conflict in connection with its operations: successfully
managmng the links between conflict and mining at the level of individual operations; and



productive resolution of conflicts is thus a vital founidation for more-sustainable

development.

This paper will seek to mnap the terrain between conflict and mining, focusing on the

types of interventions that mining companies, governments and mnterested non-state

actors can use proactively to prevent or resolve social tension.

CONFLICT AND MINING

Conflict is the opposing action of incompatible or divergent ideas, interests, or

persons'. Typically emerging from a complex mix of causal factors, conflicts are

caused by insecure or inequitable access to resources, by competition between social

groups for political power, or by incompatibilities between groups with distinct value

systems. Tbroughout bistory, conffict has played a vital transformative role, as an

opportunity for the redistribution of resources, the redefinition of political riglits and

the resolution of competmng value-systems.

A conflict cari be non-violent (as ini the case of broad-based civil protest or legal

challenge), latent (repressed under a dictatorial regime) or violent. Lt can take place at

the local, regional, national or international level. It includes the fragile peace that

exists after a period of open conflict, as well as the unstable peace that prevails before



civil conflict ini the last decade'. Conversely, "peace is most commonly found, where
economic growth and opportunities to share in that growth are broadly distributed."17

A recent study by the World Banik indicates that t 'countries whîch have a substantial
share of their income (GDP) coming from the export of primary commodities are
drarnatically more at risk of conflict," in particular during periods of economic declinel.
Moreover, "in some cases, average per capita growth rates actually have been lower fin
resource rich] than in resource poor developing countries,, and some resource-rich
developing countries remain arnong the world's poorest"'.

Conflicts in Sierra Leone, the Congo and Nigeria demonstrate the absence of a critical
factor needed to translate resource wealth into widely-shared peace and prosperity. Whfle
resource scarcity has often been a focus for environmental security research, it forms only
one ofthe ecological sources of violent conflict. It follows that abundant valuable natural
resources should provide the basis for peace, yet the opposite situation often applies in
the presence of resource abundance.

Foreign Direct lnvestment in the minerals sector, and the resulting economie
development, can diminish the likelihood of conflict. Yet the expected development gains
from large-scale development projects ofien fail to materialize for the affected
communities, thus exacerbating instead of reducing existing social tensions. Why is it
that natural resource wealth often does not translate into a peaceful and prosperous
society ?

Inequitable Distribution'of Benefits and Consequences: This gap between niatural

arn of income



ftom a single natural resource, being extracted almost entirely for export, can distort

investment, and leave the country's economy vuinerable to global comniodity price

fluctuations - actually constraining development12. In 1998, for exainple, the Asian

linancial crisis led to a 40% decline in Zambian copper sales, its primary export, nearly

doubling that country's inflation rate"3. This points to a failure to diversify, and to plan

for a future in which the resource is depleted.

Sustain Regime Against Opposition and Fuel Corruption: Likewise, a non-

democratie governmeflt's need to distribute economic benefits broadly in order to

maintain social order may be reduced by revenue streams emerging fromn resource

extraction, which can be used to reinforce the state's military capacity and 'buy off the

opposition. Likewise, wealth can be channeled from state coffers to private bank accounts

through comiupt officials in non-transparent regimes. In spite of its oil wealth, for

instance, Saudi Arabia's domestic debt exceeds its GDP. Nigeria made $300 billion in

oil revenues during the last 25 years, but 60% of its people live on less than $2 a dayll.

Rent-Seeking by Armcd Gangs: Finally, armed groups may seek revenue or individual
- .. i 1 -1 -Ic -A.. _ ,nl $wi tn rtn" "f



resource wealth. The following section distinguishes between the roles mining operations
can play in conflict, providing illustrative examples.



mining-Conllict Scenarios

Figure 1. Linkages Between Mining and Conflict

M ig acas ofitover:I

j.Cotrol of the resource or resource-&rea

*Right to participate in decisioei-making and benefit-sharingI

1Social and Enviromuneutal Imat

eMeans used to secure minmng assets and personnel

Miig can also:

I* Finance conflict



represents one of a very few options for employment in the region for the poorly-
educated locals.

Conflict is likewise possible in situations where control of the resource is under contest
as a resuit of two incompatible uses. For example, development of a mine ofien closes«
off a substantial area to access by its traditional residents. In the case of uranium mining
in northern Australia 0, a national park was proposed for establishment in the Alligator
Rivers/Kakadu region in 1965, whereas a substantial body of uranium ore was discovered
in 1969 in the same area. At this time, the issue of Aboriginal land claims to the region
was also being raised. Competing, justifiable and possibly incompatible uses of the same
resource-space - a protected area, a uranium source, and the basis for practice of
traditional livelihoods - have led to over 25 years of unresolved conflict.

Confliet eau emerge over the right to participate in decision-making over
management of a resource and to share i the benefits of its exploitation. Lt was
reported that in Ecuador in 1997, several forest communities sought a meeting with the
management of a inining subsidiary of Mitsubishi. The allegation was that they were
concemned both by their lack of consultation in the establishment of the mine, and by the
threat of deforestation, soil erosion and pollution of significant watersheds resulting from
the mine. Afier apparently being rebuffed for 3 days by the mine's management, the
commumty representatives are said to have removed valuable goods and equipment fromn
the mine site, before burning what remained2t .

In Nigeria, militant youths took one hundred and sixty-five Shell staff members and
contractors as hostages, seekinm jobs as securitv personnel and catering staff a-, well q.-



in the midst of a series of violent attacks on its property, and the outbreak of a more-

generalized rebellion.

-d to an influx of colc



raids. Talisman is also accused of indirect complicity, by which is alleged that the oit
revenues it generates for the government are being used to finance military operations
and purchases in support of the war effort"9.

Companies in the extractive industry sector can also benefit fromn a conflict
situation. It was recently reported that Lundin 011, a Swedish oit company, was granted
an oit concession in southemn Sudan. Allegedly, in order to guarantee the safety of the oil
company's operations and clear area for a road to the concession, the goverament waged
a 'scorched earth' campaign against the local communities, whomn were forcibly evicted
and their villages razed30.

Natural resource extraction can be a tarzet ofg Drmbatants may target
ikers. Because of their
-esent a lever by which
Aind msakthp' v.

to the

who profit through conflict.
t of the supply chains for arms1 -



Different Risks at Different Times

The mining cycle has three distinct phases - Exploration and Development, Operation,

and Closure and Reclamation. Each involves distinct activities with different

vulnerabilities to, and likelihood of, sparking conflict. Exploration - which in later

stages involves in-the-field sampling - is typically a high-risk endeavour involving the

acquisition, preliminary assessment and then development of particular sites. As

exploration often requires covering a fairly broad geographic area, and creation of access

roads, it can create a broad range of impacts and disruptions, including an influx of new

settlers14.

Construction of the infrastructure, power and water sources required for large-scale

mining is the first major and visible consequence of the mining cycle. The number of



proactively managing conflict issues, while investing in a public relations ecercise
designed to reassure international observers of exemplary behaviour. Talisman Energy
is an oil company accused of complicity in ethnic cleansing mn the Sudan. It has been
derided by critics for its community investment efforts, which "look very feeble
indeed""3 . Machiavelli aside, it seems unllkely that such a strategy would be successful
over the long-termi for a firm under intensive scrutiny by a mobilized international
activist campaign informed by local observers.

The decision as to the appropriate strategy for the management of conflict will be based
on an assessment of the causes, nature and stage ofthe conflict; the firm's relationshup
to the various actors and the firm's conflict management capacity, its financial and
ownership structure and exposure to attacks upon its public repuation9 .

Lt has been noted elsewhere that "for corporate re-evaluating the way they conduct
operations in a conflict zone, a pivotal question will be: 'how costly will it be to adopt
a conflict management strategy?' . Costs of a more-proactive strategy must be
balauced against those of the other options, and include:

" Direct costs of implementing new management practices (conflict impact
assessments, fiscal transparency, supply chain monitoring, context-sensitive
hiring practices).

* Relative additional costs compared to less-proactive rivals (who may free-ride to
a certain extent on their proactive efforts).

" Obtaining organizational buy-in at the operational and senior management levels

Figure 2. Soine of the factors affecting a mining company's strategy for
managmng conflict41



Natur- ýf Relevant Actors: the relationship between the firra and the factions volved in thec Co ct_
a ree ool Ree n' in

tuni naZe of the tactics employed by the combatants; the likelihood of resolution.

Internal

Firmis Management Capacity: Past history and knowledge of the region, risk tolerance and

capacity to manage the given situation (past experience in similar situations).

Firni's Reputationai ExpoDsne



Private security
Increased of cost of capital and insurance
Loss of productivity and disruption of work hours
lncreasing levels of 'danger pay'
Disruption of supply chains, energy supplies and trade
links (iucluding as a resuit of iternational sanctions).
Litigation and reputation costs
Goverrument change and nationalization of private assets,
or change in contractual terras
Loss of downstreamn customner contracts as a resuit of
targeted boycotts and changing market conditions

Other pressures that may affect the profltability of a mining operation as a resuit of
confliot include:

" The emergence of social performance conditions for access to finance.
" Social standards and environental. management systems being forced up the

supply chain by downstreamn customers.
* Internai pressures from employees and stockholders 5.

On the horizon, international norma for behaviour by conipanies in conflict are moving
from the realmn of 'soft law' enforced by strategies of 'naming and shaming' by countries
and advocacy groups, towards 'hard law' enforced by national courts and potentially by
an emerging international legal system46.

Go/INo Go ?

When should a flrm divest, or refuse to, invest ? Conceptually, the first screen'is
profltability. When the expected costs of political risks exceed the expected payoff of the
proj ect, the flrm should not enter. This, however, requires subjective determination of the
probabilities of the likely risks. Firmns with a lower degree of reputation exposure or a
greater risk tolerance wiIl choose to enter where others will not. Likewise, a firm's



Sheil International states on its website that it is committed to the country in

which it works, and not necessarily to the current government. That said,

"[Sheil] will no longer formnjoint ventures where partners decline to adopt

business principles compatible with ours. One of our dilenimas is how to deal

with existing joint ventures where partners currently reject such principles, or

fail to implement themh4t.

From 1996-99, Sheil and Mobil engaged in a $250 million assessment of the

economic, environinental and social aspects of gas field development and

transfer by pipeline tbrough Amazonian rainforest in the Camisea region in

Peru. The projeet was long the target of activist opposition, due both to the

region's biodiversity and presence of traditional coînmunities. Ultimately, the
1 -' -1 --- A-- 4-1_ ýrrrit 5,t Ipnqt in nart bec-ause stakeholder



arrangements;, support for humanitarian efforts; engagement in efforts at
conflict resolution, and on-going commitment to development proj ects 153.

Given the particular nature of the mining industry - a limited number of good
minerai. sources, long production cycles and potentially vast returns on
investment 14 a firm may find that the costs of divesture would bankrupt it, or
that the potential benefits of staying ini are too bigh to pass up. As a resuit,
firms are faced with the challenge of weathering the storm.

Crisis Management vs. Proactive Confiet Management

Systematic management of risks typically involves a set of activities to reduce
the costs should an adverse event occur, to shift the costs to other parties and
to reduce the likelihood of adverse event itself. In managing the risk of oil
spilling from its supertanker, for example, a firm would: prepare a rapid-
response dlean-up team; purchase insurance against the event happening, and

of strategies



Whiile crisis management lias often been employed, it is only ini recent years

that companies have recognized the potential payoff from engaging ini

proactive conflict management. According to International Alert and the

International Business Leaders' Forum, "there is an economic benefit [for

companies] in resolving violent conflicts and preferably preventing them from

happening in the first place".

Companies who succeed ini enhancing their proactive contiot management

capacity should be able to manage conflict at a lower marginal cost than their

competitors. For example, Placer Dome needed to protect nearly 70 km of

electrical cables providing its Porgera mine site in Papua New Guinea with

power"l. (luarding the whole length of the electricity supply network was

impractical. Ultiniately, through attention to couimunity interests, Placer

Dome was better able to ensure security of the power supply tdm would have

been possible through private security forces.

Several firms have recoguized this opportunity for competitive advantage, and

are engaging with human riglits and peace-building organizations in the

development of tools for proactive engagement in conflict management, often

in partnership with governments, or intergoverniflental organizations like the

World Bank".

So how do xnining companies proactively manage conflict?.

TOWARDS PROACTIVE CONFLICT MANAGEMENT

Differeut strategies are called for before, during and after conflict. iu ternis of

degrees of proactive engagement required, a firm cati seek to"l:

" Correctly manage the side effects of its business decisions

* Support conflict management activities by others

" Participate in confliot management activities by others

" Identify and mitigate the sources of conflict itself

"Fraser, D. MMSD Experts Workshop on Armed Conflict aud Natural Resources: The Case of the

Minerals Secter. July Il 2001.
5See, for example, the seminal work by the leader i this field, International A.lert, with the Council

on Ecouamic Priorities and the Prince of Wales International Business Leaders' Forum; as well as the

World BankJUK DFID projeot on Business Partuerships for Development, in collaboration with

variaus nou-goverUiiOItal groups aud corporations. The United Nations Global Compact, a tripartite

partnership between the UN, NGOs and conipanies, recently held a dialogue on business and cauflict

(March 200 1). Human Rights Watoh and Global Witness have bath ben the leaders in identifyiug and

publicizing the links betweeu humun rights violations, conthoct and private sector activity. Azuoug

acadernios, Vîrginia Haufler at the Uuiversity of Maryland and Marina Ottaway at the Carnegie

Eudowment for International Peace have also written compellingly on this issue, while the Landon

School of Ecanomics bas receutly established a research programn ou Oul aud Conflict.
5Haufler, op.cit., 2001.

The views expressed in this document are solely those of the author aud

do not necessaflly retient the views of the UIS), IISS uand the MMSD project.
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Proactive confliet management interventions include58:

- Information gathering and sharing, such as through social and
environmental impact assessment; stakeholder identification and empowerment,
or sponisorship of fact-finding missions;

- Diplomatic intervention, through mediation, dialogue and appeal to
outside diplomatic efforts

- Provision of incentives and negative sanctions to the various actors, such
as tbrough investment, capacity building, and threat of divesting.

- Direct intervention in conflict, such as by putting private forces on the
ground to preserve the peace.

Mining companies can target their interventions to address the linkages between
their operations and conflict, as illustrated in Figure 4, below.

Figure 4. Linkages J3etween Mining and Conflict, and Possible
Interventions

Mbling can cause conflict over Proactive Confiet Management interventions

Control of the resource or resource- jEstablish systemas for determining 'whether to
area I invest substantiallv- and if alreadv invested for



Mining can also: Proactive Confikt Maniagement Interventions

Finance coanflict Adopt transparent accountixng practices; Work with
partners to establish development trusts designed to

channel mining revenues to local commumities.

Benetit fromn conflict Estahlish tracldng systems, standards and certification

conflict t~~~~~oyco t tsa iot ser n press res. lh odo x ere cn



Develop common standards ofpractice for security. Security forces are often the
major point of contact - and therefore friction - between communities and
companies. These forces include the police, the military and private security flrms
hired by the mining companies. I ail cases, training is essential to ensure respect
of comnunity concenis. In January 200 1, a group of oil and mining companies,
NOOs and the govemnments of the US and UK established common principles,
aibeit voluntary, for business to use in "maintaining the safety and security of
their operations within a framework that ensures respect for human rights and
fundamental freedoms"63.

Build bridges between communities and employees. Walls and security forces
typically shield resident employees from crime and violence. They also create
mistrust and resentment with local conimunities. I order to lirat migration to a
region and deliver maximum community benefit, mining companies can give
preferential hiring treatment and training to local people. In 1977, the PT Inco
Indonesia nickel mine committed to making its workforce entirely Indonesian. In
1997, only 5 of its 3,000-person strong staff were from outside Indonesia". In
some of its sites, Placer Dome bas worked on bringing local communities
together with mine employees through sporting eventS65.

Proactive Conflict Management under a Repressive or Corrupt Regime
,ternational Alert 2000)

1. Review the ways the company's core business activities (including supply and distributior
chains), social mvestments ad policy dialogue efforts can cause, or help to alleviate conici2. Operate according to intemationally-accepted guidelines, such as the Universal Declaratioof Human Rights.



RJECOMM1ENDATIONS FOR MINING COMPASNWS

Establish Legittmacy through Partnershi. The legitimacy, accountability and

effectiveness of stlcldng a corporate nose i the affairs of a confllcted society are

controversial. issues. A company's participation inuthe prevention or resQltlon of

violent conflict is necessarily limited by thedurati9flofthe company's operations

i the ares. Moreover, conipanies may be good at building value, but are they

good at making peace? In spite of their best efforts inprQactive cQntlict

management, tlrms may stili be seen as complicit in the violence, as long as they

continue to operate in a particular regioxi.

Misplaced intervention can also draw unwanted attention to the company, both

loeally and internationally. It can make a bad situation worse. Adte more

direct a company's engagement in the couflict, the greater the risIk to its

On the other hand, corporate financial aud managerial capaclty often outstrips

that of the state inwhich it is operating, and firmns can sometunes act far more

The greater a firmn's direct involvement ini the conflict, teeoe h rae h

orgniatins goement- ndcommunity groups. Ote se, tefr ilface

challenges in regard to its iegitimacy in tampering wih a onr's domestic

keeping promlses'. Miigcoppanies mus as assess ho bett esigni

interventious, and to couimunicate efforts sincerely, with aIl sides of the confliet

and wlth the bodrpublic. Assuring outsiders that the firm la 'don ht

claims to be doing' mnay require third-party verification o<fsoilmpcan

investmnent rports.



Ensure Long-term Development. Mining is by its nature a finite activity, and
oten in regions too remote to easily be connected to the economy. Mine
closure wiIl often lead to economic collapse in the region. Moreover,
traditional communities and their landscape may be so changed that it is
impossible for them to go back to their pre-mine livelihoods once. In sucli
cases, it is vital that closure planning be integrated into the earliest stages of
mine design and operation. In Nauru"7, for example, phosphate mining -

accounting for as much as 99% of the economic actîvity on the island - has
stripped 80% of the islaud's topsoil and vegetation. As early as the 1980s, the
govemnment began investing phosphate profits into a long-term trust fund to
support the island once the minerai is exhausted. Today that fund is valued at
between $500 million and $1 billion.

Budld Peace through Shared Interests. A company needs to be strategic in
identifying those areas of intervention least likely to deepen social cleavages. In
many cases of conflict, access to or quality of natural resources may be the bone
of contention most amenable to resolution. Oue of the conclusions of the World
Conservation Uuion's Task Force on Environment and Security is that common
environmental interests can bring disputants together in dialogue and
collaborative problem solving.

Pay Attention to History. Mining lias a long association with exploitation in many



Try to Level the Playing Field. C ason a firm chooses not to
te, that firm leaves it open
ion expo sures. Those firmns
a exposures are also those

nnriçhts abuses. And the



incentives and disincentives to the company, and complementary assistance to the
home government and project-affected communities. Activities could include:
briefing company staff on the political situation in the country and related
concerns; working with other governments to set international standards for
company conduct abroad; and partnering with companies in development
cooperation initiatives. In cases of suspected complicity in violence, govemmients
can convene independent fact-flnding missions - such as the Canadian
investigation of the activities of Talisman Energy in the Sudan. Negative
measures, such as economic sanctions and 'naming and shaming' could be
balanced with positive inducements such as tax incentives for commnunity
investment, or public accolade for exemplary conduet.

Non-Governmental Organisations engaged in research and advocacy in support
of human rights, environmiental. protection, peace and humanitarian assistance,
can monitor and 'sanction' the activities of companies, insurgents and
govemnments; assess conflict situations and provide early warning and insight;
convene adversarial parties in dialogue; and build community and company
capacity for conflict management.

PRO-ACTIVISM PAYS

The study of the intersections between mining and conflict yield few definitive
answers to the coniplex decisions facing managers in the industry today.
Globalization is placing unprecedented demands on the industry. Mining
companies are increasinRIv under scrutiny for the practices of subsidiaries far
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